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Abstract 

Internet of Things is a novel technology which meant to support all fields 

in the internet support world. Without internet human world is nothing 
and non imaginable nowadays, in this situation mankind needs a 

technological support to do most of the activity supported by internet 

connectivity. Internet of things requires a sensing device as a part of its 

architecture for acquiring the command and act according to it, for that it 
requires sensors. Different types of sensors are deployed in the IoT 

architecture, those sensors meant to sense data to the IoT to provide a 

efficient performance to the user. These sensors have their own issues 
and need of research support to resolve the issues. In this paper various 

types of sensors and their issues are discussed. Sensors based challenges 

are tried to meet out to provide better solutions for the challenges. 
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1. Introduction 

Sensors in IoT may be compared with human body’s eye, 

ear, and skin. Whatever instructions received by these 
organs will be transferred to the human brain and brain 

will act according to it. Similar way sensors in the IoT 

device will render the instructions to the processing unit 

to act accordingly. In this study various sensor’s nature, 

activity and facing issues are discussed and solutions is 

recommended. 

Sensors are listed based on the functions and utility. 

They are temperature sensors , proximity sensors 

,capacitive sensors ,photoelectric sensors ,pressure 

sensor, water quality sensors, chemical sensors, Gas 

sensor, Smoke sensor , IR sensor, Level Sensor, Image 
sensors ,Motion detection Sensor, Accelerometer sensors, 

gyroscope sensors ,Humidity sensors, optical sensors, 

ultrasonic sensor . [1] 

These sensors functionalities and performance is 

been measured in this paper as a part of the research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Enterprise view of Internet of Things 

 

Temperature Sensors 

The instrument is tend to measure the thermal energy 

quantity which identifies a external alteration in the 

thermal form a precise basis and changes the numbers 

from a instrument or handler is tend as Thermal change 

sensors. The Temperature changing based sensing 

devices are installed on behalf of prolong period in a 

different instruments. Due in need of IoT, They have 
been installed in multiple locations. 

Temperature sensors are in use in AC control, 

coolants and similar devices from the past two years only. 
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In the world of IoT, companies started to produce the 
various devices and machineries with temperature 

controlled device which remain to be feasible, on other 

aspects, in farming industry the temperature of the earth 

surface is very important for the plantation growth. The 

technology will support the yield of the crops and 

increases the production. In this paper some of the 

Temperature sensors are taken for the consideration. 

Thermocouples:  Based on the voltage the 

temperature is measured, when voltage rises it tends as 

temperature rise. The output voltage indicates as thermal 

point rise..[2] 

 

 

Figure 2: Temperature sensors for IoT 

 

(i)Resistor Temperature Detectors (RTD): Based on the 

resistor the thermal quantity is measured. The 

confrontation based on the component is straight relative 

to the thermal change, rise by a straight track while 
thermal quantity increases the resistance rises up. Due to, 

some chemical reaction and repeatable process greatest 

accuracy can be achieved .This RTD is one of the most 

costlier thermal or temperature sensing device ,while it is 

coupled with IoT. 

(ii)Thermistor: The thermal detecting resistor component 

that alters its physical resistance with the alterations in 

thermal quantity. Generally thermal quotient becomes 

high, the conduction flow gears quickly. Due to NTC 

thermal device familiarities makes a conduction in certain 

degree Celsius, mere alterations in thermal are out 
coming with good efficiency and accurate standard. 

(iii)IC (semiconductor): The components are linear in 

nature in which the conduction through partial conducting 

material gains inline and Based on the changing 

resistance quality is taken as a factor of partial conducting 

materials. It reads the changes in temperature changes 

directly and shows in digital format in mere thermal 

quantity also. 

 

Infrared Sensors 
Thermal changes are detected by intervening through a 

part of emitted infrared energy of the object or material 

and detecting its intensity, based on the intensity Thermal 

quantity of the solids and liquids are calculated. It can’t 

be implemented in gaseous state measurement because it 
is in apparent state [3] 

 

Proximity Sensors 

A proximity sensor often emits an electromagnetic field 

or a beam of electromagnetic radiation (infrared, for 

instance), and looks for changes in the return signal. The 

object being sensed is often referred to as the proximity 

sensor’s target. The component that identifies the 
presence and non-presence of a neighboring objects and 

objects having characteristics that transfers input signals 

that can simply sensible through operator otherwise 

through a meek micro electronic device deprived of 

receiving an interaction by the device. This sensor made 

deployed at all kind of industries where people gatherings 

are more to detect movements and communications 

between buyers and components. 

 

 

Figure 3: Proximity Sensor Function. 

 

In vehicle driving support is provided through these 

proximity sensor, for blind person support also is 
supported through proximity sensors. They also support 

in vehicle parking in large areas where people gather for 

many purpose. Proximity sensors can be categorized 

based on their usage.[4] 

(i)Inductive proximity sensors: This sensor is developed 

to detect contact between any metal objects 

electromagnetic beam is been ejected around the device 

or component which possess this induction sensing 

characteristics.. The speed of operation of this sensors are 

greater than mechanical switches and also it is reliable 

due its sturdiness. This inductive sensors can be deployed 

in car parking venues and industrial safety devices.[5] 
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Figure 4: Principle operation of Optical Proximity sensors 

 

The light source generates light of a frequency that the 

light sensor is best able to detect, and that is not likely to 
be generated by other nearby sources. The light sensor 

circuit is designed so that light that is not pulsing at this 

frequency is rejected. This optical proximity sensors can 

be deployed in various operations like security in the 

form closed circuit televisions, level sensing devices, 

distance measuring devices for distance measurement. [6] 

 

Photoelectric Sensors 

This sensors mostly handy in IIOTs Industrial Internet of 

Things. The sensor connectivity changes 

VCNL4020X01 and TCxT1600X01 are optical 

sensors designed specifically for  the industr ial 

IoT applications.  This Photo electric sensors are 

commonly deployed in large areas like constructions, 

Telecom elevators, elevators and safety system.[7] 

 

Pressure Sensor 

A pressure sensor is works as pressure monitoring device 

while coupled with IoT its monitors the pressure of 

various devices in large industries.  

 
 

Figure 5: Principle operation of pressure and temperature 

sensors 

 

The pressure and temperature they are PV=Nrt are 

interrelated whenever temperature increases pressure 

increases. This device is made a coupled with IoT device 

to meet out detection of pressure related factors. 
 

Water quality sensors 

Water is the essential thing for the human and for living 

beings. This water quality sensors are tend to sense all 

kind of quality should possess. The water quality sensors 

provides a best support for IOT device to identify the 

water nature whether the water is acidic or base or normal 

for drinkable purpose.  PH value calculator of the water 

quality IoT device through the  

 

 

Figure 6: Principle operation of Water quality sensors for 
IoT 

  

In this block diagram explains the operation of a water 

quality sensors power monitoring is ensures the proper 

power level maintaining for identifying the nature of the 

water in standard condition. Because in some conditions 

variation in the power will change the standard of the 

water. Next core processing chip which is deployed with 

optical isolators which is  in connected tern  relay and  
others PHO enter other components like aerrtor pump, 

water pump and ph controller ,which provides analog and 

converter ,which is  connected with PH sensor to check. 

Optical isolators which differentiates the quality of the 

water content. PH sensor data, water level sensor data, 

oxygen sensors data, and temperature sensor data are 

collected in the analog form are converted into digital 

signal through analog digital converter the analog signals 

are converted into digital signal and feed into cc250 

model which present 2.4 gigahz zigbee transceiver in turn 

inputs the data to the IOT device. By this methodology 

the quality check of the water is identified.[9] 
 

Chemical Sensors 

Normally the chemical sensors are cheap, compatible, 

fine packed device that always responds with accurate 

and read to use selectivity to the individual aims, 

chemical substances which is being in expected 

conditions for developing a computable outcome of 

expected analyzable form of high segregation. Chemistry 
oriented detectors is actually are complex devices 

generally tailor made for particular application. The 

compassion and property facets of IoT supported 

chemical sensing are laid low with the section, 
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measureable with certain structure, and time-based 
aspects of the required determination.[10] 

 

 
Figure 7:  Chemical sensor Model 

  

This chemical sensor model is been connected with 

chemicals amperometric, conduct metric, potentiometric 
devices combined through electrochemical processing in 

one part. In another mode absorption and collection 

through optical of signal through optical sensors and mass 

and micro viscosity alterations of wave propagations of 

mass are sensed by electromagnetic sensors. These 

signals are collected and processed through signal 

processing to detect the chemical processing in the 

environment. 

Chemical sensors are deployed in multiple and 

multilevel industries. Their task is to identify and alert 

while any changes occurs in liquid or to detect or identify 

chemical alterations in the atmosphere. The vital role is 
played by these chemical sensors in main cities, where it 

is essential to trace the alterations and save the people. 

Major use of these IoT Chemical Sensors used in 

detecting all kind of explosives ,mines by the military and 

police forces. Radiation detections also been identified 

through this chemical sensor based IoT devices. 

 

Gas Sensors 

IoT based Gas sensors and chemical sensors are alike in 

nature. They are deployed to monitor the quality and 

pollution in the environment .The identification of gases 

alike to toci they are used in various sectors. The sensor 

recommended to deploy in IoT devices in various mines 

in our country. The sensor comprises of detecting 

substances importantly aluminum-oxide based ceramic, 

coated with Tin dioxide, enclosed in a stainless steel 

mesh. This IoT based sensing components has six 

connection establishing leads attached to it. Two leads for 

heating the detecting element, four other leads are getting 
output as a sensed signal impulses.[11] 

In this detecting setup the oxygen plays a vital role, 
in that oxygen is being get adsorbed on the outer area of 

detecting material while it is heated in the atmospheric air 

at high temperature. Then donator electron that is being in 

the tin oxide are being attracted towards this oxygen, thus 

stopping the flow of gas current. 

While reducing gas are being in the particular 

environment. Oxygen will start to react with reducing gas 

to reduce the surface thickness of the acquired oxygen 

content. After this gas flow through the detectors will 

generate the analog voltage values as an output of gas 

sensors through an IoT device. These signal values being 

measured to identify the collection of gas at particular 
environment. If the signal pulse are in large in nature, 

then it is detected as the gas is being much in that area. 

This device supported by Gas detection through IoT 

can be deployed in the areas where people encounter 

gaseous oriented pollution .There gaseous based pollution 

is been sensed through this sensor .Which gas based 

pollution is been identifies through this gas based Gas 

based sensor or gaseous sensor.[12] 

 

Smoke Sensor 

Smoke sensor deployed IoT devices is meant for 

identifying the smoke any particular area where smoke 

arises. Normal smoke sensors normally present in the 

market IoT supported smoke sensor can provide a signal 

or alert to the any point of area or person for the rescue 

purpose. The requirement of IOT based smoke sensor are 

high and good sensitivity over various kind of gaseous. It 

should have long life of period at low cost and 

serviceable circuit.  
Normally smoke sensor contains carbon monoxide 

gas in its smoke. Smoke sensor generally detects the co is 

gas in the atmosphere .the sensor con measure the 

concentrations of 10ppm to 10,000 ppm. The sensor 

consumes less than 150mA to 5V. The smoke sensor is 

embedded with component called MQ-2, which have 

better performance in identifying smoke by sensing 

resistance 2KΩ-20KΩ; its range is 300-1000 PPm 

IoT embedded of problem of smoke, gasoline, and 

flames engulfing their place.it can be sensed either 

visually or by the open activity of by both of this 
activities. The withstanding temperature of this device is 

18◦C to 20◦C 60% to 70% and the power consumption 

done by smoke detection device is very less ≤ 

900mW.[14] 

Smoke sensors normally deployed in industrial areas 

and large people gathering area. Nowadays it can also 

installed in forest areas to identity the chances of forest 

fire .By that huge nature’s property can be saved. 

Through early action. 

 

IR Sensor 

An IR sensor or infrared sensor based IoT device meant 

for detecting some characters around the surroundings 

through emitting or by identifying infrared radiations. 

This IoT device are used in some detecting devices. IR 
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usage in any device meant to rise the temperature in the 
surroundings the heat emitted on the objects will be 

reflected through the reflected rays the objects are 

identified.[15] 

 

 
Figure 8: Principle of IR supported IoT device 

 

Electromechanical device is the infrared encoder, where 

the light emitting component and photo detection or 

photo detector are used in the combination of the circuit 
with the disc being slotted. Like component is 

consideration in order to confirm the ideology just 

started.  The rotated part of the practice connection made 

a connection with rotating device mechanism at a similar 

rate proportion and make able to light ray to enter through 

the slots. That create pulse sequence of light that are 

picked by the detecting device. Photo detection pulses are 

tend store through microprocessor. That will sum the 

pulse number that are combined to the slots that are 

passed in between the emitting device and the detecting 

device. The motor movement is calculated by the 
microprocessor through slot correlation. 

Infrared sensor comprises of Liquid level sensor and 

Heart beat sensor embedded IoTwhich are meant their 

application for identifying their task. 

The infrared sensor based IoTs are meant for 

detecting device in various levels. This IoT device can be 

implemented in devices in security. Identifying devices of 

person, who surrounded by the snow flow and debris for 

their safe return. IR based sensor devices are embedded in 

health analysis devices to detect and monitor the blood 

level heart beat and breathe analysis through IR 

count.[16] 

 

Level Sensor 

Level sensors can be fixed as a part of the IoT device 

which can sense the level of various liquid bodies in 

various applications. Level monitoring sensor device 

coupled Iot device is meant to monitor the fluid level in 

various applications both in industrial and domestic 

purposes. The device is installed with level sensing. 

 

 

Figure 9: Principle of Level sensor supported IoT device 
 

The level sensor are meant for determining the liquid 

level of flow in a open and closed system. The level 

measurement also can be done in the two kind of ways 

one is continuous measurement and point level 

measurements. The continuous level sensor is meant for 

precise limit the correct results can be received .While 

point level sensors used to identify the liquid level 
whether it is high or low. 

The sensors should be connected with output unit for 

receiving the results of the monitoring devices. The 

current technology is IoT, IoT coupled device is for data 

monitoring system. Which is very handy in very 

dangerous location operations where human can’t be 

deployed for the job.[17] 

 

Image sensors 

Image sensors are the components generally coupled with 

IoT devices and technology to convert optical images into 

digital signals and to store it electronically. Image sensors 

generally available in all digital cameras. This sensors 

can be deployed in IoT devices where there is 

requirement of conversion of normal images into digital 

images. 

There are basically two types of sensors are available 

for image sensor, CCD that is Change Coupled device 

type and CMOS Complementary metal oxide sensor. 
Both type of sensors does similar process while 

considering as an application for image sensor. 

This sensors can be coupled with devices in security 

cameras, Bio metric devices, and iris devices where 

image conversion requirement are in need. Other than 

that medical imaging based IoT devices requires this 

sensors for medical image process and analysis.[19] 

 

Motion detection Sensor 

Motion detection sensor for IoT is designed in which for 

monitoring the movements of any objects or person. This 

concept is achieved through the combination of famous 

technology methods, consider movement is happened 

through any reply or movement. .The principle of sensing 

the motion for IoT is made possible by the IR light that is 

infrared light and laser technology falls on the moving 

object the movement is identified .The sensor that detects 

the slight change in the infrared spectrum. Once slight 
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change is detected, a signal for alert the alarm is arised 
and camera or video.[20] 

 

Accelerometer sensors 

Generally accelerometer is classified in two types AC- 

response accelerometers and DC –response 

accelerometer; in general most of AC coupled 

accelerometer are piezoelectric elements for their 

detecting mechanism, while displacement occurs on the 
piezoelectric bodies starts to detect the effect of 

displacement as this is the case that produces accurate 

measurements when a slight change in device occurs. So 

it cannot be used to measure static acceleration such as 

gravity and standard centrifugal acceleration but DC 

response accelerometer can respond to all measurements 

because of support based on piezoelectric ceramic 

elements  

This sensors are prominently running under the 

condition of gravitational force or pull these forces may 

be static, like the constant force. Accelerometer measures 
linear acceleration based on the vibrating phase. It is 

generally used in the devices to detect the orientation 

.This technique is coupled with IoT devices which runs 

related to drones and automobiles to control the operation 

of the entire object. 

For civil engineering department needs capacitor 

type accelerometer for most suitable on board vigilance 

purpose .Mostly capacitive accelerometers are used for 

measuring and analyzing low frequency movements in 

which the g-level is being very low parameters like 

vibration is measured by all kind of architectural 

engineers.[21] 
 

Gyroscope sensors 

A gyroscope is a rotating and spinning or wheel principle 

oriented disc like component which of mid of axis of 

rotatory is free to imagine any orientation. When rotation 

of this axis is undisturbed by slightly, changing the 

position as a tilt or rotating of the mounting based on 
angular momentum due to this gyroscopes. Gyroscopes 

are generally several in numbers, they have been selected 

based on the application they are been deployed they 

Random Walk It is what might be compared to the vital 

of background noise the spinner yield. It is described by 

an incline of - 0.5 and is contributed by irregular 

vacillations in sign with relationship time a lot shorter 

than test rate. The worth is perused for T=1 second, and it 

legitimately speaks to the commotion thickness in 

deg/s/√(Hz) or rad/s/√(Hz). A low clamor thickness worth 

is wanted when low abundancy sign are of intrigue. Little 

spinners, for example, whirligig utilized in the MTi 1-
arrangement have an exceptionally low commotion level, 

since they resound at a higher recurrence than bigger 

gyrators.  

Inclination precariousness or in-run predisposition 

solidness – not to be mistaken for inclination repeatability 

or turn-on turn-on predisposition steadiness (tended to 

later). The incentive in this area is known as the in-run 

inclination insecurity of a spinner and shows the base 
predisposition that can't be evaluated. In the Allan 

Variance diagram over this worth is ~12º/h for the 100-

arrangement and 1-arrangement and 20º/h for the 10-

arrangement. [22] 

Rate irregular walk – Characterized by power ghastly 

thickness that tumble off as 1/frequency2 and speaks to 

predisposition changes caused in the long haul 

fundamentally because of temperature impacts. A low 

rate irregular walk is significant for long haul dead 

retribution execution.  

For gyrators, the three parameters a framework 

integrator focuses on are the Angular Random Walk, Bias 
Instability and Rate Random walk. An increasingly point 

by point clarification is given beneath:  

Gyrators dependent on the detecting range, 

application, and power and ecological is picked for the 

different application. Gyrator upheld IoT gadgets are sent 

in estimating gadgets. In another type of utilization this 

IoT bolsters route and estimation. The most significant 

applications are in vehicle route frameworks, Game 

controllers, activity of cameras in different gadgets. 

 

Humidity Sensor 

Humidity sensors are which meant sense the atmospheric 

humidity. That is measuring the water vapor in air. 

Humidity is measured as relative humidity, specific 

humidity and absolute humidity for most of the 

commercial oriented environments. IoT devices are 

coupled with these sensors these are differentiated into 

relative humidity sensors and absoluter humidity 

sensor.[23] 
Relative humidity sensors contains sensing support 

thermistor to estimate the temperature for capacity 

oriented sensors, sensor elements is a capacitor. Here the 

change in electrical permittivity of the dielectric material 

is estimated to calculate the relative humidity outcomes. 

There are many models of humidity detectors. 

Generally they run under the technique Arduino UNO 

technique which is coupled with ESP8266 and display 

which will tend to show the humidity value. Humidity 

sensors its meant to detect the humidity it is deployed in 

various atmospheric related fields like weather prediction 
and flight operations. In some drones this features added 

to detect the humidity conditions to check and takeoff. 

 

Optical Sensors 

This sensor supported IoT devices are deployed in many 

devices for efficient performance to their respective 

fields. This sensor estimates the physical quantity of light 

rays and will tend to change it into electrical impulses, 
which is transferred to the device to have a value of it for 

measurement purpose, its mainly for monitoring purpose 

based on light rays and electromagnetic impulses and 

other signals. 

Light rays based detection meters and other devices 

are the part of applications of optical sensors .These are 
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incorporated in detection based IoT devices are efficient 
detection and analysis purpose. 

(i) Photodetector:  Photo detector based optical sensor 

supported IoT device which is meant to detect and 

sense light effects. This is deployed in IoT based hall 

lighting features which detects unwanted lighting or 

glaring effects in any area. Which will able alert the 

user regarding this. In some areas atmospheric lighting 

effects are detected with this photo detected through 

Iot devices.  

Ultraviolet based UV photo detector can also be 

considered this photo detector .Here UV rays is been 

monitored in the environment through the sensor that 
is coupled with the Iot device. Which will enabled to 

detect UV rays through any sort of device it is coupled. 

Mostly in drones and security or in army forces this 

detector is meant to monitor any UV based signal in a 

particular zone or area. 

(ii)Fiber optics Sensor: This is well known device this 

coupled IoT device are specific in nature to detect any 

electrical and electromagnetically interferences and 

also detect electrical oriented  hazards .To alert before 

to avoid major accidents before it occurs .  This device 

can able to couple easily with any IoT device to sense 
this hazardous issues. A signal is meant to pass over 

the all the area where the wiring is been done this 

sensor device will sends a signal over electrical path to 

check any breakages or leak over the circuit. If there a 

long beep followed by short beep occurs to identify the 

issues and rectify. 

(iii)Pyrometer: This component coupled IoT device is 

tend to estimate the temperature of the device or a the 

environment where it is meant for generally pyrometer 

is an electronic device which is meant to produce 

variant color light based on the temperature. This same 

principle can incorporated when it is coupled with an 
IoT device based on the application. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Principle of Pyrometer sensor 

 

Pyrometer is working is basically based on temperature 

source, while source temperature of the component or 

device temperature is varied due to any activities. 

Pyrometer coupled IoT device able to get input 

instruction in the form of different color. Based on the 
input the IoT device starts to perform. 

(iv)Infrared Sensor: Infrared sensors operation is 

basedon principles they are coupled with IoT device. 

The radiation due to electromagnetic is that has greater 

than wavelength to other light sources. This device that 

is viewable through eyes always contains light emitter 

and a light detector LED light emitting diode that will 

be emitting non viewable light rays the range of 

infrared spectrum is within. Light detector which 

converts light signals into voltage or current through 

semiconductor material within it. Based on the 

changing light signal infrared sensor coupled IoT 
device functions that is coupled with.[24] 

In another mode Infrared encoder functions based on 

the pulses of light generated by the different light 

based signal generator device. In another mode it is 

known as opt coupler   

 

 

Figure 11: Principle of Infrared encoder sensor  

 

Which will generate various light based on the various 

inputs from the coupled device which it is actually 

linked with a rotor device will be act as a medium 

which collect light based various signals in rotatory 
form those light received signals will be fed as input 

for input fed action sensor IoT device .The output of 

infrared encoder will be coupled with IoT device to 

process any action. Invisible data can be transmitted 

through IoT device coupled infra red encoder. Secret 

messages are coded through this device model. 

 

(v)Microwave Optical Sensors: This sensors are used in 

the applications where varying temperature ,pressure ,dirt 

and moisture environments involved over any liquid the 

microwave optical sensors can notice conductive water 
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and metallic substances .The measurements are accepted 
using time based pulse reflector. 

Different types of level sensors can be coupled with IoT 

for various level based applications to ensure the proper 

measurement for the applications. 

 

Ultrasonic Sensor 

This sensor is coupled with IoT for sensing proximity 

and high reliability based on the distance of the object 
.Ultrasonic sensors are meant to detect the distance of 

the object it has been from the point where the IoT 

coupled sensing device present. Normally this kind of 

sensing is a complete task supported through  the 

sound with principles of a BAT ,which propagates 

signals in the air to find path of destination. [25] 

 

 

Figure 12:  Principle of Infrared encoder sensor 

 

The device sends an ultrasonic pulse out at 40Khz which 
propagates through air medium, when these signals met 

with an object or obstacle, it will return back to the 

ultrasonic sensor device by that nearby object reaching 

distance and speed are calculated and analyzed. This 

application can be incorporated in space navigation and 

sea navigation based IoT devices to find out nearby 

objects or planets. 

 

2. Conclusion 

In this paper a detailed study is made on various types 

of sensor based IoTs. Their application over various 

fields is been identified and analyzed. In future the 

improvement is made on the IoT devices. That will 

enhance further applications and rectify drawbacks of 

these devices.   
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